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AUSTRALIAN SCIENTIST PROVIDES COSMIC RAY EXPERIMENT FOR 
U. S. PIONEER - INTERPLANETARY RESEARCH SPACECRAFT SERIES 

DALLAS~ Texas 
Within the near future~ an Improved Delta rocket will be launched 
from Complex 17~ Pad A~ Cape Kennedy~ Florida. It will carry the 
first of four Pioneer cecraft, destined to become tiny planets 
of the Sun. 

On a crowded trument shelf at the waistline of Pioneer A 
will be a 4.5 pound cosmic ray anisotropy detector signed by an 

Australian sCientist at the Graduate Research Center of the Southwest 
in Dallas. 

The experiment was proposed to the U. S. National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration more than two years ago by Prof. Kenneth G. 
McCracken of the Center's Atmospheric and Space Sciences faculty. 
With other instruments and experiments provided by five universities 
and research agencies, NASA will begin a systematic exploration of 
space between Earth's nearest-neighbor planets, and the manner in 
which properties of interplanetary space change from to year. 

Professor McCracken, who joined the private Graduate 
earch Center as it began res and post-doctoral ching in 1962, 

will return to Australia in near future, to join the culty in 
physics at the University of laide, at North Terrace. 

Professor McCracken was born in Brisbane~ Queensland, and 
re his secondary and tertiary education in Tasmania. was 
an Exchange Visitor at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 1959-61. 
Prior to that, he earned the Ph.D. in physics at the University of 
Tasmania, in 1959. He was graduated there in 1956, with the B.Sc. 
in physiCS, with honors. 

Professor McCracken returned to the University of Tasmania as a 
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research associate during the last If of 1961; then, went once more 

to M.I.T., as an assistant professor, until his appointment to the 
Graduate Research Center faculty. 

Professor McCracken has served as a consultant to the National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration on a number of occasions, both 
assisting in se ction of space experiments to be flown on satellites 
and space probes, and in studying the degree to which astronauts may be 
adversely affected by intense doses of cosmic radiati6n. 

The Pioneer spacecraft carrying Professor McCracken's cosmic ray 
experiment, with future Pioneers not yet fully scheduled, will take 
measurements to provide data about phenomena occurring on the Sun and 
in the !lsolar atmosphere. II The events will be recorded in a strip of 

space 37.2 million miles wide, as the Pioneers circle the Sun in the 
same plane as the Earth's orbit. 

Pioneers will be the only United States spacecraft functioning 

continually in interplanetary space during the years 1965-69. Within 
that time, the Sun is expected to become more "disturbed,!! says Professor 

McCracken. It will be prone to produce situations of interest to the 
scientist, or of potential danger to the astronaut. 

"The Sun goes through an II-year series of activity," explains 

Professor McCracken. "After some years of quietness, it becomes disturbed, 

as indicated by the presence of sunspots and the occurrence of solar 

flares. The latter cause shock waves to rush through the solar system. 
When the shock waves reach the Earth's magnetic field, they disturb it. 
Visible effects of this disturbance are the aurora australis.1! 

The Pioneer A flight will begin near the time of !lquietl! solar 

conditions (1964-65). The Sun will be considerably more disturbed 
when Pioneer B is launched during the northern hemisphere1s summer, 
and will be greatly disturbed when still-later Pioneers are placed in 

orbit. 
Pioneer A will be sent into an orbit which, at perihelion (point 

of closest approach to the Sun) will be near the orbit of Venus, explains 
Professor McCracken. Pioneer BJ an identical spacecraft carrying identical 
experiments, will be launched into an orbit which, at aphelion (point of 
greatest distance from the Sun) is in the vicinity of the orbit of Mars. 
Pioneers C and D, with different experiments, will follow similar paths. 
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liThe Pionee r series of spa cecraft will therefore give a ball by 

ball description of the manner in which the increasing degre e of 

disturbance on the SUD modif ies interplanetary conditions in t he vicinity 

of the Earth's orbit,1I says Professor McCracken. 

The cosmic ra y detector units dev e loped und e r his di r ec tion will 

obtain da t a on both solar and galactic cosmic rays and determin e whether 

the r e is any direc tion from which the rays are most likely t o come. 

Cosmic rays a r e extreme l y high-energy (ve locity) particles mov ing 

through space. The pa rticles occur in about the same proportion tha t 

matter is found in the un i verse. Most are hydrogen nuclej_, vJi t h some 

hel ium nuclei; but n early al l types of particles, if they ha ve enoug h 

ene r gy , can be called cosmic rays. 

Ga lacti c cosmic rays a r e t hose which have been accel e rated i n the 

ga l axy and have then entered the solar s y stem. Solar cosmic rays are those 

which have been accelera t ed in so l ar flares; t ha t is, gigantic e x p losions 

occurring in the atmosphere of the Sun. 

Many galactiC particles a r e muc h more energetic than solar cosmic 

rays, tra velin g a t veloc ities almost e qual to the speed of l ight. Ga l acti c 

cosmic pay particles arrive from a ll directions in space, v-rhile so lar 

cosmic r ays a r rive a t the Ea rth large ly from the direction of the Sun . 

The cosmic r ays g e n e r ated in so l ar f l a r es constitute a potential 

danger t o manned flig ht in int erp l ane tary space , says Professor McCracken. 

"The Pionee r experiments will l ead to a g reater unders t a nding of the 

properties of cosmic radia tion obs e rve d in the solar sys t em , and this 

will aid in t he protection of as tronauts when they go to the Moon, a nd 

beyond ,1I h e expla ins. 

With t he Pioneer experiment , Professor McCra cken will be able 

to measure the diff e rences in the number of galac tiC cosmic r ay particles 

which aI'r_i ve from dii'fe I'ent d irec t ions , and de t e rmine whether the ave rage 

mass and energy of those particles arriv ing at the spacecraft vary with 

incomi ng direc t ion. 

Learning these d iffe rences will provid e informa tion abou t the 

shape of the int e rpla n etary magneti c field, and part icularly about the 

fields in t he region close to the Sun . Conclus i ons may also be sugges ted 

about the nature of the boundary reg i on betvleen t h e solar and interp lanetar y 

magnetic fields o 
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The detectors for Pioneers A and B consist of crystal scinti11ators 
ch produce flashes of light when travers by a cosmic ray. The flashes 

vary in intensity, depending on the energy, direction, and type of cosmic 
ray partic striking the crystal. The energy range to be measured for 
hydrogen nuclei is from 7.5 million to 90 million electron volts, and 
for helium nuclei, from 130 million to 360 million electron volts. 

* * * 
Professor McCraCken plans to bring his family to Adelaide next 

August. wife, Gill ,is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Filby 
of Hobart, Tasmania. They have two daughters, Ruth and Helen. 

Professor McCracken the son of Mrs. E. M. McCracken and the 
late Mr. R. McCracken, also of Hobart. 

--AUS/AIR--a1 mitche11--1 2-65-

NOTE TO EDITORS: SPECIFIC FLIGHT DATES CANNOT BE 

RELEASED AS ADVANCE MATTER. THIS COpy IS AIR-MAILED 

FOR REDEIPT VERY CLOSE TO FLIGHT DATE FOR THE FIRST 

PIONEER SPACECRAFT. 
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